
WRITING ABOUT CLINICAL RESEARCH

Medical writing can encompass medical communications, scientific writing, scientific communications, and regulatory
writing, etc. If we go back to the history of.

Proper selection of the study design is important to attain reliable and valid scientific results. Research design
Proposed time table and budget. Example: Research question: Is there a difference in fluoride release between
the Compomer and Glass- ionomer cement? Normally, medical writing in the pharmaceutical industry can be
sub divided into two broad categories: 1. These include sales literature for newly launched drugs, data
presentations for medical conferences, medical journal articles for nurses, physicians and pharmacists,
consumer education and programs and enduring materials for continuing education CE or continuing medical
education CME. Drafting the protocol correctly will increase the likelihood that the conclusions drawn from
the research are scientifically sound. Need for Medical Writing: Good medical writing represents scientifically
generated data in a clear, unbiased and accurate manner to a specific audience, patients or general public,
physicians or the regulators. The justification of the research should be a convincing statement for the need to
do it: How does the research relate to the priorities of the region and the country? Different types of
communication utilizes different media to present the writings. The final conclusion of the investigators will
either keep a null hypothesis or reject it in support of an alternative hypothesis. Recommendations and
suggestions should be sought from colleagues and experts so that researchers can develop their plans. Here, a
chief concern is given to the legality of the results including potential bias mystifying issues. Why is the study
important? Regardless of the type of medical writing, companies either assign it to an in-house writer, or
"outsource" it to a freelance or contract medical writer. It is good practice not to include too many aims in the
study best ; too many objectives often lead to inaccurate and poorly defined results. It explains the methods
that will be used to collect and analyze data. It assures that the hypothesis will be confirmed or rejected. Why
is it worth studying? The answer to this is simple. Clinical trials are very essential for new drugs to come into
the market for various therapeutic areas; similarly Medical Writing plays a vital role in presentation of the
research data in a clear, precise and concise fashion. Medical writing is essential for the analysis and
interpretation of the data as per the requirement of the organization, and also to provide information and
knowledge to various populations, particularly the researchers. What is A Protocol Review? It is going to be
the basis of designing the project. Educational medical writing in general consists of writing literature about
newly launched products, making presentations for various conferences and meetings etc. However, once the
study is launched, the protocol should not be altered during the progression of the study or trials. What is the
methodology? You may wonder why good medical writers are in demand, especially in the pharmaceutical
industry. What is the study about, Who are the targets, Where is the setting of the study and When it is
launched, if applicable- It should make the main objective clear, convey the main purpose of the research and
mention the target population. Hypothesis: It is a statement based on sound scientific theory that recognizes
the predicted correlation between two or additional assessable variables [ 11 ]. He believed that the doctors
while treating their patients should always follow a systemic way of observing and recording. Educational
medical writing , as the name suggests deals with writing educational content for a particular audience. The
following should be added: Causes, treatment, preventive measures, etc. They include clinical study protocols,
clinical study reports , patient informed consent forms, investigator brochures and summary documents e. The
key points of the proposal should include justification for the need of the project and a detailed plan for the
investigation [ 1 , 2 ]: What is the question? Regulatory Medical Writing and 2. The board must initially
approve and periodically review the research. It explains the study design and procedures and techniques used
to achieve the proposed objectives.


